HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Transportation, Highways, and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:00 am  Date: Monday, April 2, 2012

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 23 ORTEGO TRANSPORTATION Creates the Uniform Bilingual Signage and Map Task Force

HCR 29 MACK TRANSPORTATION Requests study of four-laning Hwy. 190 from Tangipahoa Parish to East Baton Rouge Parish

HCR 30 JACKSON, K HIGHWAYS Urges and requests DOTD to install a traffic light at the junction of LA 594 and Millhaven Road and the entrance to Millhaven Estates Subdivision in Ouachita Parish

HB 317 GISCLAIR PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS Authorizes the use of salvage material in coastal protection and restoration projects

HB 329 CHAMPAGNE PUBLIC CONTRACTS Requires recipients of public contracts to make available the names and amounts paid to individuals for hourly services

HB 413 HARRISON WATER/DRINKING WATER Authorizes the Office of Coastal Protection and Restoration to assist the Bayou Lafourche Fresh Water District and gives the district authority over activities on the banks of Bayou Lafourche

HB 478 GISCLAIR PORTS/GRAND ISLE Changes the boundaries set aside for seafood production research

HB 530 ORTEGO TRANSPORTATION Requires the implementation of a Complete Streets plan

HB 610 ST. GERMAIN PORTS/BATON ROUGE Provides for two additional members on the Greater Baton Rouge Port Commission

HB 1007 CHAMPAGNE HIGHWAYS Designates Louisiana Highway 90 as the "Energy Corridor to the Nation"

HB 1008 CHAMPAGNE HIGHWAYS Designates Interstate 10 as the "Louisiana Seafood Highway"

HB 1009 ORTEGO TRAFFIC Provides relative to bicycles